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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m Diane Hale with BPS, Tim Heron from BDS is here with me, and Jay Sugnet with BPS is also here and available to answer questions.  

The public record is in the room and available for review.



Today’s Objectives


 

Review recommended code amendments


 
Hear from community members
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Presentation Notes
Today we will briefly review the recommended code amendments for historic resources, then you will hear testimony from community members. 



Project Overview

Goals


 
Improve review process to preserve historic 
character 


 
Create a quicker, easier and more 
predictable process for proposals with 
minor impacts
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This project came about to address concerns from homeowners in historic districts about the high fees and extended time associated with historic design review. 

Fees for historic review start at $900, and the decisions can take six to eight weeks. With that in mind, the project goals are to …
Improve the review process to preserve the historic character of Portland's resources
Create a quicker, easier and more predictable process for proposals with minor impacts




Overview

Portland’s Historic 
Resources


 

20 historic and 
conservation 
districts 


 
~ 700 individual 
landmarks
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This map shows the historic and conservation districts in Portland. The historic districts are indicated by the gray shading, and the conservation districts shown with the hatching. Portland has 20 historic and conservation districts, and approximately 700 individual landmarks. Landmarks can be located within a district or on individual properties, such as the Ladd Carriage House and Pittock Mansion. 
 



Project Timeline
July –

 

Aug 2012 Problem identification, research and background

Sept -

 

Oct 2012 Develop alternative concepts

Nov –

 

Dec 2012
Discussion Draft 
Historic Landmarks Commission hearing and 
recommendation on December 10

Jan 2013
Proposed Draft
Planning and Sustainability Commission hearing 
and recommendation on January 22

Feb 2013 Recommended Draft
City Council hearing 
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We began the project last summer working with different stakeholders to identify potential alternative solutions to meet the project goals. 

In the fall of 2012 we worked with community members to develop alternative concepts. 

In November we released a discussion draft with specific code amendments and in December the HLC heard testimony.

The Planning and Sustainability Commission reviewed proposed amendments and heard testimony last month. 

We are here today to present the PSC recommendations for your review and a hearing.



Community Outreach


 

Buckman, Irvington, Downtown Neighborhood Associations


 

SeUplift, NE Coalition of Neighborhoods


 

Development Review Advisory Committee


 

Oregon Remodelers Association


 

Portland Coalition for Historic Resources (includes 
neighborhood reps, Bosco-Milligan Foundation, Historic Preservation 
League of Oregon, AIA Historic Resources Committee)


 

Historic Landmarks, Planning and Sustainability 
Commissions
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Throughout the project we have been meeting with numerous stakeholders to discuss the conceptual options. These included…don’t have to read them all! 

American Institute of Architects Historic Resources Committee

We have also been talking with the State Historic Preservation Office.



Community Feedback


 

General support for the project goals and 
code amendments


 
Long list of other issues to address, 
including fees


 

Desire to revisit proposals 
after implementation
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Generally, we have heard support from community groups for the project proposals, 

but there are a number of other items that have come to light during this process that need to be addressed. 

We don’t have the resources to address them in this project, but will hopefully be able to address them in future projects. 



Recommended Proposal

1.
 

Clarifying definitions
2.

 
New exemptions

3.
 

New review procedure
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The proposal has three main components:
New definitions
New exemptions
A new review procedure

I will go over the amendments in general in this presentation. You can also refer to the summary table on page 7 of the report to see more detailed descriptions of the amendments. 

According to a review of past permit applications conducted by BDS staff at the beginning of this project, we think we can make the process faster or easier for approximately 50% of the applications, on average, with these amendments. 




1. Clarifying Definitions


 

Repair 


 
Maintenance


 
Restoration
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The first component of the amendment package is clarifying definitions.

Repair and maintenance are currently exempt from staff review and will continue to be so. These are things like re-roofing and repainting. 

We heard that there has been confusion in the past for property owners and staff as to what specific activities are considered repair and maintenance, as well as other terms such as restoration. 

I have some examples to illustrate this potential confusion. If you remove a small section of siding that is deteriorating and mend it with similar materials, it is considered repair. If you remove all of your siding and replace it with vinyl siding, it is considered an exterior alteration and would require review. If you remove vinyl siding that was added after the home was built to reveal the original siding, it is considered restoration.

This proposal helps address the confusion by providing code definitions. 





2. New Exemptions


 

Accessibility Structures


 
Fire Escapes


 
Light Wells
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The second component of the amendment package is a set of new exemptions for minor alterations that staff feel will not have a major impact on the significance of the historic resource. These alterations currently go through a land use review procedure. Although the exemption would allow property owners to do the work without staff review, there are specific conditions listed in the zoning code that limit the circumstances under which minor alterations are exempt.   

The new exemptions include:

Installation of accessibility structures that comply with federal ADA requirements

Removal of fire escapes that have been deemed dangerous by the fire marshal

Alterations to Interior light wells




2. New Exemptions (cont)


 

Skylights and roof hatches


 
Storm windows


 
Below-grade windows
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Other new exemptions include:

Installation or alterations to skylights and roof hatches 

Installation and removal of storm windows 

Replacement of existing basement windows 

Installation of new egress basement windows in certain circumstances. 

In this project we try to balance the need to preserve and protect historic resources, with the regulatory burden that protection can place on homeowners. Windows are a good example of this balance. Original windows on historic homes are generally made of wood, and are considered to be a central part of a building’s historic significance. However, homeowners often want to switch them out for vinyl windows for a variety of reasons. This proposal allows that switch to occur to basement windows that aren’t too visible, while maintaining staff review for alterations to windows that are above grade and more visible. 




3. New Type I Procedure 
(residential zones)

Procedure Type Days to 

 
Decision

Notice Appealable at 

 
local level 

Historic Review Examples

Type I  (existing) 30‐45 Property owners and 

 
Associations within 100 ft of site

No Signs < 150 sq ft

Type I  (new) 14‐21 Property owners and 

 
Associations within 100 ft of site

No Restoration 
Accessory structures 
Exterior  alterations < 150 sq ft

Type II 56 Property owners within 150 ft 

 
Associations within 400 ft

Yes Exterior alterations > 150 sq ft 

 
and < $396,200

Type III 103 Property owners within 400 ft 
Associations within 1000 ft

Yes Exterior alterations > $396,200
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The 3nd component of this amendment package is a new Type I procedure that would be used to process minor historic design review cases in residential zones if adopted. 

There are currently three procedure types that are used for historic reviews – type I, II and III. The complexity, cost and time involved in the review increases as you move from a type I to a type III. 

Currently most of the historic review activities go through a type II or III.

We are proposing a new type that shortens the review time in half. We are also anticipating that the fee for this new procedure would be lower than the fee for the existing procedures used for historic review, due to the shortened timeline and lower level of work for BDS staff.

This new procedure type will have the same notification procedures as the existing type I.

There will be no local appeal with the new procedure, although the decision would still be appealable to LUBA. We heard concerns from neighborhood representatives about losing the local appeal and took that into account when thinking about which specific types of projects should go through this new procedure type. The savings in time, and potentially fees, created with this new procedure are due in part to dropping the local appeal. 

The purpose of the new procedure type is primarily to shorten the timeline for homeowners for actions that we want to encourage, such as restoration, and alterations that we don’t believe will have a great impact on historic significance. The timeline will be shortened by about half.
New Procedure for HDZ Type I Reviews (RH – RF Zones)
Shorter timeline
Same notification requirements as existing Type I
No local appeal (same as existing Type I)




3. New Type I Procedure
 Accessory Structures


 

Current –


 
New construction <300 sf

 
is exempt


 

Recommended –


 
Exempt if <200 sf


 
New type I procedure if                             
>200 sf
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One of the applications of the new procedure type is for new construction of accessory structures. 

Accessory structures include things like garages and retaining walls. 

Currently new construction of accessory structures < 300 sf is exempt.

We are proposing to tighten these regulations a bit because accessory structures can really contribute to the historic significance of a resource, therefore we believe staff review is merited in more cases than currently occurs. 

In this proposal, new accessory structures in residential zones that are less than 200 sf,, rather than the current threshold of 300 sf, would be exempt. 

New accessory structures greater than 200 sf would go through the new, shortened procedure type.   




3. New Type I Procedure
 Restoration


 

Current –


 
Type II or III review


 

Recommended -


 
New Type I  procedure
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Another application of the new procedure type is restoration. Restoration is an activity that we would really like to encourage as it helps the city meet historic preservation goals.

Currently, all restoration activities require staff review. 

The amendment package proposes that all restoration applications in residential zones go through the new, shortened review procedure. 




3. New Type I Procedure
 Facade Alterations


 

Current –


 
Type II or III review


 

Recommended -


 
New Type I  procedure
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The last application of the new review procedure that I would like to cover is how we regulate facade alterations in residential zones. 

When we talk about facade alterations we mean anything that affects the exterior walls of a building, such as removing siding, adding a door or moving a window.

Currently, these activities generally go through a type II or III procedure depending on the value of the project. 

This amendment package proposes that facade alterations that total less than 150 sf would go through the new review procedure, in general. There are some narrow circumstances when the project could be exempt. This code provision allows multiple alterations, as long as the total impacted area is less that 150 sf. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For non-contributing structures, we are proposing to exempt additions and alterations less than 150 sf on non street-facing facades only.

For alterations and additions less than 150 sf to contributing structures on all facades and to non-contributing structures on street-facing facades, we are proposing the new type I procedure. 





PSC Recommendation

Amend Zoning Code as shown in Report

Adopt commentary as legislative intent

Amendments would be effective May 1st
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That is the end of the presentation. Today we are requesting that you ….

Also introduce Don Hanson (PSC) and Carrie Richter (HLC).



PSC Recommendation

Fund BDS development of user-friendly 
handouts
State when fee reductions will be 
determined and implemented
Direct BPS and BDS to return to PSC in one 
year for evaluation

185915 presentation



Contributing and 
Non-contributing Resources
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Before I get into the specific code amendments, I’d like to go over some  terminology that we will be using. The first is the terms contributing and non-contributing.

When a historic or conservation district is formed, or when an individual landmark is designated, an inventory is completed that identifies resources within the district or individual property as either contributing or non-contributing. 

A contributing resource is a building, structure or object that adds to the property’s historical significance, based on the established historic period of significance. A non-contributing resource is one that is within the district or on the property of an individual landmark, but doesn’t contribute to the significance of the district or landmark, either due to age or to inappropriate alterations. 

For example, the two homes on the left are listed as contributing resources in the Irvington district. The two buildings on the right are within the Irvington district, but are listed as non-contributing because they were built as infill development after the historic period of the district. 

A property can change from contributing to non contributing and vice versa if significant alterations or restoration takes place.




Existing Procedure Types

Procedure Type Decision 

 

Maker
Days to
Decision

Notice Appealable at 

 

local level 
Appealable to 

 

LUBA
Historic Review 

 

Examples

Type I Staff 30‐45 Property owners within 

 

100 ft of site and 

 

Associations

No Yes Signs < 150 sq ft

Type II Staff 56 Property owners within 

 

150 ft of site and 

 

Associations within 400 ft 

 

of site

Yes Yes Exterior alterations > 

 

150 sq ft and < 

 

$396,200 to a structure 

 

that is not an individual 

 

landmark

Type III Local review 

 

body (e.g. 

 

landmarks)

103 Property owners within 

 

400 ft of site
and Associations within 

 

1000 ft of site

Yes Yes Exterior alterations > 

 

$396,200 to a structure 

 

that is not an individual 

 

landmark
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I also want to provide just a brief reminder about the existing procedure types that are generally used for the historic land use reviews. 

As you can see, the procedure types vary on who makes the final decision, how long it takes for a decision to be issued after the application has been completed, how broadly the notice of decision is distributed, and whether it is appealable at the local level to Design Commission or City Council. 

All land use review decisions are appealable to the State Land Use Board of Appeals. 

In general, type I has the shortest decision timeline, the narrowest notice distribution and is not appealable at the local level. Type III is used for more extensive projects, and therefore has the longest decision timeline, the broadest notice distribution and is appealable at the local level. Type II is in the middle. 




Existing Exemptions


 

Fences/retaining walls


 
Decks


 
Rooftop mechanical 
equipment and solar 
panels
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There are a variety of exemptions in the code that we are not changing, including …..
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